basiccap Home
Comfort and well-being in the office.
Working from home, or remote working, is becoming a
common form of work, and as a result, it will be a central
component of offices in the future. The changing requirements of work mean that our living spaces are also changing: workstations to facilitate smart working are being set
up in living rooms, halls or even in bedrooms. This often
creates a demand for environments to be flexible because
there is not always a separate workroom available.
basic cap Home combines storage space and workplace
in a single piece of furniture. The minimalist design of the
basic cap storage range in combination with the pull-out
top panel as a worktop offers a comfortable place to work
without sacrificing aesthetics.
The wide range of design possibilities in terms of colour
and material, from single-colour décor to real wood
veneer and painted surfaces in all RAL and NCS colour
shades, means that basic cap Home will integrate perfectly
into your existing living space.

basiccap Home
From Sideboard to desk.

Either as a free-standing bureau or in combination
with a second cupboard as a sideboard, the basic cap
Home desk keeps things tidy, provides functionality and
adds a special piece of furniture to your home.

When closed, the pull-out top
panel with its characteristic mitred
joints merges smoothly into the
front, it functions as a desk top
and creates legroom. When open,
it reveals the multifunctional home
office set-up: there is space for a
laptop and office supplies as well
as optional USB connections and
power socket. Everything you need
to work from home.

The sideboards are 74 cm in height and are available in widths of 80 and 100 cm with hinged doors or drawers. The handle-free
push-to-open fronts emphasise the clear and cubic basic cap design style. The solitaires should be mounted securely to the wall
to prevent them from tipping over.
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